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Many people dont realize they have rights when they purchase a vehicle and then drive away to find out

that is actually doesnt drive Discover if Your Car is a Lemon or Not! You might think you have a lemon

and you dont. Know what constitutes as a lemon. You might have enough defects in your car that it

qualifies as being a lemon. Did you know that even though the car is drivable, it may still be a lemon.

There are many factors you should consider if you have a lemon and if you can do something about it. If

you sign the papers on a new or used car in a dealership and then drive away to find the car doesnt work

you are not stuck How to Know if Your Car is a Lemon or Not provides all of the information you might

need to see if your car qualifies as a lemon Every state is different and depending on the amount of repair

attempts you may have already done for your car it may be considered a lemon. The laws are on your

side. Know if your car is a lemon and what the laws in your state are All states must comply with the

Uniform Commercial Code. You are protected and you dont have to be stuck with a lemon any longer!
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